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Please take into consideration that these testimonials do not necessarily represent typical results of the program. Pay attention to portion size; this advice from the National Institute of Health can help you avoid what experts call portion distortion. (Many people discover the portions they’re eating are double the size indicated on food labels and
calorie counts.) One trick: use smaller plates, bowls, and glassware to prevent you from helping yourself to oversize portions. Reply STOP to cancel, HELP for help. For example, Dedham House of Pizza was liked on Facebook by over 1100 people. That said, the Store does utilize Bing Search to provide more intelligent app recommendations, for
example, that take in account such things as uninstall and crash rates, ratings, and your Windows Phone OS version. 2.0.5 June 22, 2015 New Recipes! New feature that allows you to add a meal without taking a photo.Performance Improvements 2.0.4 June 3, 2015 Fixes a bug that incorrectly shows your 7 day report 2.0.3 May 7, 2015 Content
updates and a few UI tweaks 2.0.2 April 9, 2015 Fixed a bug around twitter login performance 2.0 March 18, 2015 Updated UI 1.5.3.3 December 7, 2014 - Bug fix around Facebook login 1.5.3.2 November 24, 2014 TIP: Only works on iPhone 5 & 6 1.5.3.1 November 18, 2014 - Bug fix related to the way photos shared to Facebook 1.5.2 November 14,
2014 - Camera performance enhancements 1.5.1 November 12, 2014 - Social logins have been updated and fixed.- Performance enhancements 1.0.2 September 30, 2014 Users can login with using more than just Facebook. Does it sometimes seem like everyone you know is recommending a different diet? This service continues the Windows Phone
advantage out into the real world and more easily discover new things you’ll like, whether they’re apps and games, local restaurants, shops, and other places, and other items. The What’s Cooking guide has recipes, calorie guides, and many other materials to make healthy meal planning easy. You will also see suggestions on some Quick Cards, which
are like Bing Maps contact cards for places. Here are 10 tips for easy weight loss, along with additional resources to help you make healthy lifestyle changes day by day. When you enable personalized suggestions, you’ll see the same Microsoft account- and Facebook-based recommendations in the local results panel especially. Results may vary
between different members of the program due to differences in individual exercise history, genetics, age, sex, personal motivation and other factors. The TWiT app was liked on Facebook by various friends, for example. Find a physical activity you like and try to do it at least four times a week. It’s one of those subtle things you might miss, but it’s
worth taking a look at. 2.0.18 July 17, 2016 Bug fix that did not allow app to function in portrait mode. For example, the Buzz panel will show which of your friends have “Liked” that establishment. The personalized suggestions service in Windows Phone 8 is opt-in and not enabled by default. There are calculators to help you figure out your body mass
index (BMI) or how much weight to gain during pregnancy, and quizzes to test your knowledge about different foods. Music + Videos and Windows Phone Store These experiences work similarly in that Bing’s evaluation of your history and your friends’ preferences will impact various views in the Windows Phone Store related to music, apps, and
games. Message & data rates may apply. This useful chart tells you how many calories you’ll burn doing many popular sports and activities. Drink water instead of sugar-sweetened beverages. GET INSPIRED Why do top Doctors at Harvard, Mayo Clinic, and Johns Hopkins trust and endorse SANE? Search In the Bing-powered Search experience in
Windows Phone, personalized suggestions are one of many variables—location is another—that can impact your search results. Behind the scenes, Bing will track what you’re searching for across these features and will, over time, begin to tailor its results to your preferences. Please consult a physician before beginning any exercise or diet program.
Additionally, you can sort Local Scout’s Eat + Drink, See + Do, and Shop panels by personalized suggestions, so that you can view only recommended locations of each type. It can be hard to know where to find reliable information on weight loss when there are so many choices, all of them so different. As with the Local Scout suggestions noted
above, each entry will explain why it was suggested. GET BETTER POOPS * Testimonial Disclaimer: All of the testimonials presented above are real and were written by actual members. It requires you to connect your Microsoft account (and, optionally, your Facebook account) to Bing, Microsoft’s online search service. 2.0.6 August 6, 2015 New
Feature: Visit your coach after you add a meal. Try to cut back on desserts or eat just a few bites, enough to at least temporarily satisfy your sweet tooth. One place to get free, sensible nutrition and weight loss advice is from the U.S. government’s MyPlate.gov, a guide created by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). In addition to offering
valuable information about nutrition and healthy eating, the website has a section called Choose My Plate with a host of interactive weight loss tools for the for every age group. Find out what you actually eat and drink every day by using the USDA’s online Supertracker tool. GET LUMINAE The Poo Dr. shares "Sensitive" tips everyone needs (but is
afraid to ask for). And when you do eat sweets, pay attention to the internal cues that tell you when you’re hungry and when you’ve had enough to eat before, during, and after meals. If you provide your SMS number to us we will send approximately 10 Msgs/Month. Here are the ways in which the personalized suggestions impact each of the
supported features. View Full Terms & Privacy Microsoft has always marketed Windows Phone as the most personal smart phone, and with Windows Phone 8, that message has been amped up even further. LEARN MORE Discover real results in real life. For example, in the Apps store, there is a Picks for you tile that loads a dynamic list of apps based
on these personalized suggestions. Substitute whole grains for processed grains — for example, choose brown rice instead of white and baked goods made with whole wheat flour. According to government officials, the number one source of calories for most Americans is desserts and sweets. 2.0.17 July 12, 2016 Fix to coach screen for new updated
goal options! 2.0.14 June 4, 2016 Goal UpdatesUI Tweaks 2.0.13 April 1, 2016 Small enhancements to login 2.0.11 February 25, 2016 Enhanced tips for recipesDelete meal bug fixed 2.0.10 January 20, 2016 Delete a Meal by Tapping the score icon in your listSmall Bug FixesUpdates for iOS 9.1+ Compatibility 2.0.7 August 28, 2015 Bug fixes for
adding meal when taking a photo. Final thoughts While Microsoft nailed the personal aspects of Windows Phone early on, providing a system that automatically “lights up” with the information that matters most to you, Windows Phone 8 takes it to the next level with personalized suggestions. Using the information from your supertracker food list,
make a personalized meal plan based on healthier choices. Note: Personal suggestions shouldn’t be confused with other recommendations you see in Windows Phone Store: These recommendations are “hand-picked,” as Microsoft says, but they are not personal in the sense that they’re not targeted at you specifically. New Feature: Get instant
feedback on your meal. When you make this connection, Bing will provide personalized suggestions in four key areas in Windows Phone: Local Scout, Music + Videos, Windows Phone Store, and Search. (Note: this includes many fruit juice-based drinks.) Avoid foods high in solid fats such as pizza, and fatty meats and choose fat-free or low-fat (1
percent) dairy products. The first time you attempt to access a feature that requires this service, you’ll be prompted to enable these suggestions. Under each place, you will see an explanation of why this place was recommended. Here's how to do it easily and safely. Miss America Organization Ushers in 100th Anniversary Partnering with
SANESolution to #BETTER Women’s Wellness. Local Scout A new For Your panel provides recommended local attractions. Plan your meals ahead of time, so you don’t just grab whatever’s easiest. Losing weight doesn't have to be painful. While there are many aspects to this advantage, Windows Phone 8 includes an interesting personalized
suggestions service that makes the system even more personal. Cut back on the amount of time you spend on the computer, watching TV and playing games and doing social media on your phone. The more hours you spend sitting rather than being physically active, the harder it is to lose weight. GET CONFIDENCE Clinically proven 300% faster
weight loss. Adding a Facebook account to the mix can potentially make things more interesting, though this requires a healthy contingent of active Facebook friends: In this case, Bing will also factor in which items—restaurants, music, apps, etc.—that your friends prefer (through the Like feature) or visit (through check-ins).
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